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Abstract  34 
What do dendritic nonlinearities tell a neuron about signals injected into the dendrite?  Linear and 35 
nonlinear dendritic components affect how time-varying inputs are transformed into action 36 
potentials (APs), but the relative contribution of each component is unclear. We developed a novel 37 
systems-identification approach to isolate the nonlinear response of layer 5 pyramidal neuron 38 
dendrites in mouse prefrontal cortex in response to dendritic current injections.  We then quantified 39 
the nonlinear component and its effect on the soma using functional models composed of linear 40 
filters and static nonlinearities.  Both noise and waveform current injections revealed linear and 41 
nonlinear components in the dendritic response. The nonlinear component consisted of fast Na+ 42 
spikes that varied in amplitude ten-fold in a single neuron.  A functional model reproduced the 43 
timing and amplitude of the dendritic spikes and revealed that they were selective to a preferred 44 
input dynamic (~4.5 ms rise-time).   The selectivity of the dendritic spikes became wider in the 45 
presence of additive noise, which was also predicted by the functional model.   A second functional 46 
model revealed that the dendritic spikes were weakly boosted before being linearly integrated at 47 
the soma.  For both our noise and waveform dendritic input, somatic APs were dependent on the 48 
somatic integration of the stimulus, followed a subset of large dendritic spikes, and were selective 49 
to the same input dynamics preferred by the dendrites.  Our results suggest that the amplitude of 50 
fast dendritic spikes conveys information about high-frequency features in the dendritic input, which 51 
is then combined with low-frequency somatic integration. 52 
 53 
 54 
New & Noteworthy 55 
The nonlinear response of layer 5 mouse pyramidal dendrites was isolated using a novel systems-56 
based approach.  In response to dendritic current injections, the nonlinear component contained 57 
mostly fast, variable amplitude, Na+ spikes.  A functional model accounted for the timing and 58 
amplitude of the dendritic spikes, and revealed that dendritic spikes are selective to a preferred 59 
input dynamics, which was verified experimentally.  Thus, fast dendritic nonlinearities behave as 60 
high-frequency feature detectors that influence somatic action potentials. 61 
 62 
  63 
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Introduction 64 
 65 

What do dendritic nonlinearities tell a cortical neuron about injected signals, and how do 66 
they contribute to the action potential (AP)?  The answer to this fundamental question is not as 67 
straightforward as it might seem despite many years of pioneering work (Stuart and Spruston, 68 
2015).  The transformation from dendritic input to somatic AP is performed largely by the dendrites.  69 
While a component of the dendritic processing can be described by linear and frequency-70 
dependent models (Nettleton and Spain, 2000; Cook et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 71 
2014),  local dendritic nonlinearities play an important role in the form of Na+, Ca2+, and NMDA-72 
mediated regenerative events (Schiller et al., 1997; Stuart et al., 1997; Schiller et al., 2000; Oviedo 73 
and Reyes, 2002; Larkum et al., 2009; Harnett et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).  In this study, we 74 
ask what is the optimal injected input that dendrites prefer, and how does it affect AP production? 75 

In vivo inputs arriving throughout the dendrites combine to create a time-varying signal 76 
containing multiple frequency components (Destexhe et al., 2003). This input signal is filtered by 77 
the dendrites, and produces in some neurons, a theta resonance (~4-12 Hz) due to the contribution 78 
of voltage-dependent channels (Ulrich, 2002; Cook et al., 2007; Narayanan and Johnston, 2007; 79 
Hu et al., 2009; Kalmbach et al., 2013; Vaidya and Johnston, 2013; Dembrow et al., 2015).  80 
Similarly, voltage-dependent channels allow certain input patterns to more efficiently generate 81 
nonlinear dendritic spikes (Stuart et al., 1997; Golding and Spruston, 1998; Gasparini et al., 2004; 82 
Polsky et al., 2004; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013).  83 
These results suggest that dendrites extract a preferred input feature, such as a particular 84 
frequency band or temporal input structure.  Thus, to understand the transformation from dendritic 85 
input to somatic output requires identifying the feature of the input to which dendritic nonlinearities 86 
are selective.  87 

To address this, we applied a systems-based framework (Sakai, 1992; Wu et al., 2006) 88 
rather than the synapse-specific and channel-based models of previous studies.  We demonstrate 89 
a novel deconvolution method for isolating dendritic nonlinearities in response to arbitrary dendritic 90 
inputs.  The benefit of this approach is that the contribution of complex voltage-dependent currents 91 
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is reduced to a series of simple linear and nonlinear functional components.  These functional 92 
components, in turn, identify the optimal input parameters that the dendritic nonlinearities prefer. 93 

White noise and waveform current injections into the dendrites of mouse L5 pyramidal 94 
neurons in prefrontal cortex revealed both linear and nonlinear components in the dendritic 95 
membrane potential.  The nonlinear component consisted mainly of Na+ spikes that varied in 96 
amplitude in single neurons by over a factor of 10, with a firing rate much higher than that of the 97 
somatic APs.  These dendritic spikes were selective to a specific input dynamic (rise-time of ~4.5 98 
ms), with shorter or longer rise-times producing a graded reduction in spike amplitude.  Importantly, 99 
a simple functional model predicted dendritic spike timing and amplitude, and reproduced the 100 
temporal selectivity of the dendritic spikes.  We also observed that dendritic spikes preceded most 101 
APs, and that a second functional model that linearly combined boosted dendritic spikes with the 102 
stimulus accounted for the somatic membrane potential. 103 

This functional framework suggests that dendritic nonlinearities ensure APs can be elicited 104 
by preferred input patterns to which a linear dendrite would otherwise not detect. Thus, L5 neurons 105 
function as a two-layer neural network with dendritic nonlinearities extracting a feature of the input, 106 
and the output of this computation integrated at the soma (Poirazi et al., 2003a; 2003b; Larkum et 107 
al., 2009; Das and Narayanan, 2014). These data reconcile an apparent inconsistency in the 108 
literature, whereby high-frequency inputs can entrain AP firing in spite of low-pass filtering by the 109 
dendrite-to-soma transfer function (Colgin et al., 2009; Fries, 2009).  110 
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Materials and Methods 111 
Slice preparation. All procedures involving animals were approved by the Institutional Animal 112 
Care and Use Committee. Male C57BL/6 mice, 8-16 weeks old, were anesthetized with a ketamine 113 
(100 mg/kg)/xylazine (10 mg/kg) cocktail and were perfused through the heart with ice-cold saline 114 
consisting of (in mM): 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 0.5 CaCl2, 7 MgCl2, 7 dextrose, 205 115 
sucrose, 1.3 ascorbate and 3 sodium pyruvate (bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 to maintain pH at 116 
~7.4). A vibrating tissue slicer (Vibratome 3000, Vibratome Inc.) was used to make 300 μm thick 117 
coronal sections. Slices were held for 30 minutes at 35°C in a chamber filled with artificial cerebral 118 
spinal fluid (aCSF) consisting of (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 119 
2 MgCl2, 10 dextrose and 3 sodium pyruvate (bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2) and then at room 120 
temperature until the time of recording. 121 
 122 
Whole cell recordings. Recordings were made from pyramidal tract-projecting L5 pyramidal 123 
neurons in the dorsal, medial prefrontal cortex ~1-2 mm anterior to bregma. The presence of 124 
membrane resonance was used to discriminate pyramidal tract-projecting neurons from 125 
intratelencephalic projecting neurons (Dembrow et al., 2010; Kalmbach et al., 2013; Dembrow et 126 
al., 2015; Kalmbach et al., 2015). Neurons that displayed a peak in the frequency response curve 127 
in response to white noise greater than 2 Hz were classified as pyramidal tract-projecting neurons. 128 
Slices were placed in a submerged, heated (32–34°C) recording chamber that was continually 129 
perfused (1−2 mL/minute) with bubbled aCSF containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 3.0 KCl, 1.25 130 
NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 dextrose, 3 sodium pyruvate, .025 D-APV, .002 131 
gabazine, .02 DNQX. Slices were viewed with a Zeiss Axioskop microscope and differential 132 
interference contrast optics. Alexa 594-filled neurons were visualized using a mercury lamp and a 133 
540/605 nm filter set. Patch pipettes (4−8 MΩ) were pulled from borosilicate glass and wrapped 134 
with Parafilm to reduce capacitance. The pipette solution contained (in mM): 120 Kgluconate, 16 135 
KCl, 10 HEPES, 8 NaCl, 7 K2 phosphocreatine, 0.3 Na−GTP, 4 Mg−ATP (pH 7.3 with KOH).  136 
Neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories; 0.1%) was also included for histological processing. Alexa 594 137 
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(16 μM; Invitrogen) was included in the internal recording solution to determine the distance from 138 
the soma of the recording location upon termination of the experiment.  139 
 Data were acquired using Dagan BVC-700 (Dagan Inc) amplifiers and custom data 140 
acquisition software written using Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). Data were acquired at 10 kHz, filtered at 141 
3kHz and digitized by an ITC-18 (InstruTech) interface.  Pipette capacitance was compensated and 142 
the bridge was balanced during each recording. Series resistance was monitored throughout each 143 
experiment and was 10-30 MΩ for somatic recordings and 15-35 MΩ for dendritic recordings. 144 
Voltages are not corrected for the liquid-junction potential (estimated as ~12 mV).   We verified that 145 
there was no appreciable frequency-dependent filtering of the white-noise current stimulus by the 146 
electrode. 147 
 A total of 29 dendritic dendritic recordings were made from the apical trunk, and with the 148 
exception of two, were within 70 μm of the nexus of the apical tuft, near the L1-L2/3 border.  Figure 149 
1A illustrates the dendritic recording locations overlaid on a typical L5 pyramidal cell and highlights 150 
that most recordings were just proximal of the nexus, with three recordings distal to the nexus.  151 
Simultaneous soma recordings were performed in 16 of the 29 experiments. 152 
 153 
General analysis.   We used a combination of noise and waveform dendritic current injections 154 
(Fig. 1B) to develop four functional models of the dendritic and somatic membrane responses (Fig. 155 
1C).  Although the mathematical details of each functional model are described below in the 156 
Methods, for clarity we also include each model’s structure in the Results.  The analysis and 157 
modeling was performed in Matlab R2014b.  Error bars and variability are reported as SEM unless 158 
otherwise noted.  Statistical analyses were performed using the Matlab ttest and corr (Pearson’s 159 
correlation, R) functions.   160 
 161 
Stimulus and TTX conditions.  All 29 dendritic recordings were performed with a stimulus current 162 
injected (referred to as Iin) through the dendritic recording pipette for one to two minutes.  Every 163 
experiment included a large, zero-mean, Gaussian-distributed white-noise input condition (Fig. 1B, 164 
top).  For the large noise the variance was set to be supra-threshold that produced somatic APs.  In 165 
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14 experiments we included the small noise input condition, that was sub-threshold with no somatic 166 
APs.  A different random seed was used for each experiment, but for a given neuron, the large and 167 
small amplitude noise injections had the same seed and only the variance was different. 168 

In 15 experiments we also included two other dendritic current injections.  First, a 169 
sequence of waveforms was injected (Fig 1B, middle), which we refer to as signal.  For this 170 
stimulus different signal waveforms were injected every 50 ms, where the shape of each waveform 171 
was determined by our initial set of experiments using the noise stimulus (see below).  Second, a 172 
signal+noise input condition (Fig. 1B, bottom) was also used where the same waveforms were 173 
added to the 50% amplitude large noise condition.   174 

For the 16 of the 29 experiments where we simultaneously recorded the soma potential, 11 175 
soma recordings were performed during the small and large noise conditions and 5 soma 176 
recordings performed during the waveforms (signal only and signal+noise).  Details of how the 177 
signal only and signal+noise were constructed are described in the Methods below.  In 4 178 
experiments, TTX was either bath applied or puffed on the dendritic recording site after recordings 179 
were performed in the normal external solution. Before and during local TTX application at the 180 
dendritic recording site, somatic APs were elicited by 3 ms step current injections delivered through 181 
the somatic recoding electrode.  182 

 183 
Preprocessing of electrophysiological recordings. Except for a single experiment, the same 184 
input conditions were alternately presented for multiple sweeps (range 2 to 6, median = 5 sweeps 185 
per condition). Individual sweeps of the dendritic and soma membrane potential were de-trended 186 
using a second-order polynomial to remove small DC drifts during the long 1 to 2 minute recording. 187 
Individual sweeps were then averaged together for most analyses in order to reduce experimental 188 
noise.  However, single sweeps were analyzed individually when examining the repeatability of INL 189 
and the relationship between individual dendritic spikes and individual somatic APs.   190 
  191 
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Estimation of the linear (D) component of the dendritic response.  As shown in top panel of 192 
Fig. 1C, we first estimated the impulse response function of the linear filter (D) that best accounted 193 
for the recorded dendritic potential,  with 194 
 = ∗ +         (1) 195 
where  is the current injected at the dendritic electrode, k is a constant, and ∗ is the convolution 196 
operator.  Preliminary analysis showed most of the power in  was below 1 KHz, thus we down-197 
sampled at 2 KHz resulting in 120,000 data points for a 1-minute recording sweep (or 240,000 data 198 
points for a 2-minute recording sweep).  Filter D was assumed to have an impulse response 199 
function less than 250 ms (or 500 elements at the 2 KHz sample rate).  We represented the 200 
convolution in Equation 1 as the matrix multiplication 201 
  =           (2) 202 
where A is an N by + 1 design matrix,  is the length of filter D (500 samples), and  and  203 
are column vectors of length + 1  and N, respectively.  Note that  includes the constant term k 204 
and that N is the number of data points = 120,000 (or 240,000).  Equation 2 is an over-determined 205 
system of linear equations, and was solved for  using Matlab’s linear regression function.  The 206 
estimated dendritic potential, , was then computed using Equation 1. 207 
 The goodness-of-fit of  was quantified with the R2 metric (referred to here as variance-208 
accounted-for or VAF).  Because the number of data points was much larger than the number of 209 
free parameters in D, the bias in our reported VAF was estimated using an adjusted-R2 (Zar, 1999), 210 
and found to be ~0.1%.  Linear filters (D) were estimated separately for each cell and input 211 
condition and, on average, were found to be very similar across conditions.  For display purposes, 212 

 was upsampled back to the original 10 KHz sampling rate using Fourier interpolation. 213 
 214 
Estimation of the nonlinear (INL) component of the dendritic response.   The error in the linear 215 
fit of the dendritic membrane potential 216 
 =  −         (3) 217 
was assumed to be due to a nonlinearity in the dendritic response that was not captured by the 218 
linear filter (D).   We observed that  was near zero most of the time.  When errors occurred, 219 
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however, they were mostly transient, positive, deflections that decayed with a similar time scale as 220 
the shape of the filter (D).  This suggested that the nonlinearity in the dendritic response could be 221 
modeled as current impulses located at the input to the linear filter (D).  Thus, we deconvolved 222 

 in Equation 3 above back across the linear filter (D), which transformed   into the 223 
nonlinear current INL (Fig. 1C, top), such that 224 
 = ∗ .         (4) 225 
If INL is computable, which is not always guaranteed and can depend on the amount of 226 
experimental noise present in the dendritic recording , then from Equations 1, 3 & 4, the 227 
dendritic potential is fully described by 228 
 =  + =  ∗ + + ∗ = ∗ ( + ) +  .  (5) 229 
To estimate INL, we expressed the convolution in Equation 4 in matrix form as 230 
  =           (6) 231 
where  is a M by +  design matrix constructed from D, and  and  are column vectors 232 
of length +  and , respectively.  Equation 6 represents an underdetermined system of linear 233 
equations, and we solved for  using with the Matlab function mldivide.  Because of the 234 
computational limits for inverting the large matrix , we solved for  in overlapping 6 sec blocks 235 
(  = 12,000).  Note that using the 2 KHz sampling rate had the beneficial effect of reducing high 236 
frequency noise, which could adversely affect the deconvolution process. However, this tended to 237 
smooth the nonlinear spikes contained in INL.   238 
 Estimating INL using deconvolution worked well with our dendritic recordings, and only 239 
failed on ~2% of individual recording sweeps.  Inspection showed that these recording sweeps 240 
contained large amounts of experimental noise and were eliminated from further analysis.  We 241 
verified all estimates of INL by re-computing  using Equation 5 and showing it matched the 242 
recorded dendritic potential.  Finally, for display purposes INL was upsampled back to the original 243 
10 KHz time base using Fourier interpolation. 244 
 245 
Reliability of INL to repeated stimulus sweeps. Because the deconvolution of  enhanced 246 
high-frequency experimental noise in our dendritic recordings, we examined the reliability of INL to 247 
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repeated presentation of identical large noise stimulus sweeps.  We hypothesized that if INL was 248 
driven by the stimulus and not the experimental noise, then it would be similar for every identical 249 
stimulus sweep.  We quantified this reproducibility by computing the Pearson’s correlation between 250 
individual sweeps of INL that were first convolved by a Gaussian.  The standard deviation of the 251 
Gaussian represented the temporal resolution under which the correlation was computed.  For 252 
example, as the temporal resolution becomes larger, the correlation becomes less dependent on 253 
the exact timing of spikes in INL. At a temporal resolution of ~0.5 ms, the average correlation 254 
between INL sweeps plateaued at a relatively high value (~0.9). 255 
 256 
The noise floor and identifying individual current spikes in INL.  We identified individual current 257 
spikes contained in INL based primarily on amplitude.  Thus, we first set a criterion for the minimum 258 
spike amplitude (referred to as the noise floor, dashed line in most plots of INL).  For each 259 
experiment, we estimated the noise floor as the three standard deviation level (99.7%) of the 260 
negative amplitude distribution of INL.  As shown by the population amplitude distribution (see Fig. 261 
3B below), INL was positively skewed above the average noise floor.  In addition to the minimum 262 
spike amplitude (i.e., noise floor), spikes were also isolated based on a width at half-height < 2.5 263 
ms.   264 
 265 
Spike-triggered average (STA) of INL.   To compute the STAs of INL, we selected well-isolated 266 
spikes that had amplitudes greater than 1.5 X noise floor and that did not occur within 10 ms of a 267 
preceding dendritic spike or somatic AP.  This selection process resulted in 23,820 identified 268 
dendrite spikes used to compute the STAs, and ensured all spikes were well-isolated, unlikely to be 269 
due to noise, and not linked to a dendritic burst or back-propagating somatic APs.  270 
 271 
Estimation of the cascade model of INL.  We modeled INL as a function of the stimulus using a 272 
standard cascade model of a linear filter followed by a static nonlinearity (Fig. 1C, middle).  This 273 
type of functional model (usually referred to as an LN model), and its many variants, has a long 274 
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track record of modeling the spike activity of neurons (Hunter and Korenberg, 1986; Sakai, 1992; 275 
Wu et al., 2006).  276 
 In this model, INL was modeled as a linear “spike” filter (S) convolved with the stimulus, .  277 
The output of the spike filter (x) was then mapped onto a static nonlinearity (Z) that transformed 278 
how well the stimulus matched the spike filter into a graded nonlinear current spike.  Based on the 279 
shape of the stimulus STA of INL, the spike filter’s impulse response function was set be 200 ms 280 
long and parametrically modeled with Gaussian and exponential functions. The Gaussian part, , 281 
was used to model the rise of the filter S (first 0.5 ms) and the exponential part, , described the 282 
decay of the filter such that 283 
 ( ) = ( ) for < 0.5 ms( ) for ≥ 0.5 ms       (7)  284 
where  285 
 ( ) =   (  )

        (8) 286 
 ( ) =   ( . ) +   ( . ) +   ( . ) + .     (9) 287 
Thus, the spike filter (S) had 10 free parameters.  288 
 The static nonlinearity (Z) was modeled as two generalized sigmoidal functions based on 289 
our inspection of the relationship between the output (x) of the spike filter (S) and the actual spike 290 
amplitudes.  Thus, we used two general sigmoid functions to describe the initial slow amplitude rise 291 
( ) and faster amplitude saturation ( ) of the dendritic spikes 292 
 ( ) = ( ) for < 0( ) for ≥ 0         (10) 293 
where 294 
 ( ) =    ( )   for = 1, 2      (11) 295 
with 5 free parameters in the static nonlinearity (Z).    296 
 The most important aspect of the optimization was accounting for the temporal jitter 297 
between actual and model INL spikes.  Careful inspection of the relative alignment of the stimulus 298 
and INL spike STAs revealed that the actual spike peaks varied in latency depending on their 299 
amplitude.  Small dendritic current spikes in INL peaked immediately after the stimulus while large 300 
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dendritic spikes required an additional 0.5 ms to reach their peak amplitudes.  Thus, we allowed 301 
the model spikes to vary in their alignment with the data, within a range of 0.7 ms before to 0.2 ms 302 
after an actual dendritic spike.  This was accomplished by sliding a 1 ms wide “max filter” across 303 
the output of the static nonlinearity (Z) such that 304 
 Model INL = Max ( ∗ )         (12) 305 
where W is the 1 ms max window.  As this produced model spikes resembling 1 ms square pulses, 306 
for display purposes, model spikes ≥ the noise floor were replaced with a 1 ms wide Hann window 307 
centered on the square spike, while model INL values < noise floor were set to zero. 308 
 We optimized the model (Equation 12) separately for each cell.  To speed up the 309 
optimization, we only fit the model to the isolated dendritic spike times and peak amplitudes that 310 
were ≥ the noise floor.  We used the Matlab function lsqcurvefit to optimize the model 311 
parameters.  Note that since  in Equation 11 is linear within the parameters, it was solved for 312 
using linear regression on every optimization step.  Initial starting values for the parameters were 313 
based on the stimulus STA of INL.   Because the amplitude of the model’s dendritic spikes was an 314 
important feature of the model, the saturating nonlinearity (Z) precluded the use of a more efficient 315 
optimization approach (Paninski, 2004). 316 
 The number of spikes typically available in a single experiment was relatively small (~1,500 317 
on average), thus we used two-fold cross validation to assess the goodness-of-fit of the model.  318 
The validated VAF of the model was based on fitting the model to half the data, and testing the 319 
goodness-of-fit on the other half.  Overall, the model did relatively well capturing the spike timing 320 
and amplitude with a median cross-validated VAF = 85%.  Note, that we also validated the model 321 
using the ~98% of the data where INL was below the noise floor and not used for the optimization.  322 
In this case, the model false alarm rate was very low (reported in the Results).  Although we do not 323 
claim our model of the dendritic nonlinearity (INL) represents a global best fit, it was remarkably 324 
good at mimicking the dendritic spike timing and amplitude in the data, as well as predicting the 325 
selectivity profile in response to waveform stimuli injected into the dendrite. 326 
 327 
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Temporal selectivity of INL.  To measure the temporal selectivity of INL, we injected the signal only 328 
and signal+noise waveforms (Fig. 1B) into the dendrites.  Each stimulus contained a series of nine 329 
stretched or compressed version of the average dendritic STA of INL estimated from the first 10 330 
large noise experiments.  Signal waveforms were presented every 50 ms in a random order.  All 331 
signal waveforms were normalized to their sum-of-squared values in order for each signal to have 332 
equal energy (Lathi and Ding, 2010).  For the signal+noise condition, the same signals were added 333 
to the 50% reduced large white-noise input.  The amplitude of the injected signals was set to be at 334 
threshold in order to produce the occasional somatic AP for the preferred signal rise-time.  335 
 To construct selectivity curves, we computed the peak of the average INL that followed 336 
each of the nine signal waveforms and plotted this average peak current versus the log of the 10 to 337 
90% rise time of the signal waveforms.  The selectivity profile was then described by fitting a 338 
Gaussian function to this data using 339 
 Peak INL =  (  ) +        (13) 340 
where  is 10 to 90% rise time of the input signal, C is a constant, and the selectivity parameters of 341 
interest are the preferred rise time ( ) and selectivity width ( ). 342 
 We fit the same cascade model described above to the model INL in response to the signal 343 
only and signal+noise dendritic inputs.  The model used the same spike filter (S) estimated from the 344 
large noise condition, but we re-fit the static nonlinearity (Z).  This was because during the signal 345 
only and signal+noise conditions, the amplitudes of INL spikes were approximately 50 and 75% 346 
smaller, respectively, compared to spikes in the large noise condition. Using the model INL 347 
response to the signal only and signal+noise conditions, we fit the same Gaussian (Equation 13) to 348 
extract the model’s selectivity and compared these to the selectivity parameters observed for each 349 
cell. 350 
 351 
Somatic integration of dendritic spikes. To measure the effect that the dendritic spikes 352 
contained in INL had on the response at the soma, we performed 16 experiments with simultaneous 353 
dendritic and soma electrodes.  Large amplitude white noise was injected through the dendritic 354 
electrode and INL was computed as described above.  For all analysis involving somatic responses 355 
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we only used single recording sweeps in order to precisely capture the relative timing between the 356 
dendritic spike and somatic AP.    357 
 As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1C, we modeled the response at the soma, , 358 
using two functional models.  In the first, we estimated a soma linear filter, , such that 359 
 = ∗ + .        (14) 360 
We estimated the soma linear filter ( ) using the same methods as those for estimating the 361 
dendritic linear filter ( ).  362 
 To investigate the contribution of INL to the soma response, we added a boosted version INL 363 
to the noise stimulus such that  364 
 = ∗ ( + ( )) +        (15) 365 
where ( ) =  + , and accounted for additional nonlinear contributions to the somatic 366 
potential.  Thus, the boosting of the nonlinear current in Equation 15 captured the additional 367 
nonlinearities in the neuron not measured at the dendritic electrode.  Note, however, that the boost 368 
did not change the dynamics of the dendritic nonlinearity, but only scaled its amplitude. The linear 369 
filter  was essentially the same whether it was estimated using only the noise stimulus (Equation 370 
14) or also included INL (Equation 15). 371 
 372 
Latency of individual somatic APs.  We isolated 3,241 individual somatic APs.  The latency of 373 
the soma AP was measured from the start of the nearest dendritic spike to the start of the 374 
AP.  Because of the noise floor, it was difficult to estimate the start of the dendritic spike from a 375 
threshold applied to the derivative of INL.  Therefore, we estimated the start of the dendritic spike by 376 
projecting a line down from the maximal slope of its rising phase.  This line had the same slope as 377 
the maximal slope and where it crossed zero was recorded as the start of the dendritic spike.  378 
Inspection of individual dendritic spikes suggested this method did a good job of identifying the 379 
start of the dendritic spike to within about one sample (~0.1 ms).  Because of the low amount of 380 
recording noise, the start of the AP was computed as where the slope of the rising phase of the AP 381 
intersected a 40 mV/ms threshold (measured to within 0.01 ms using linear interpolation).   382 
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 Because of the variability in our estimate of the start of the dendritic spike, we applied a 383 
conservative latency criterion of at least 0.2 ms to classify a somatic AP as following the dendritic 384 
spike.  This resulted in 64 APs with latencies < 0.2ms.  Most recordings had mean AP latencies > 1 385 
ms, which was much greater than our potential latency measurement error. 386 
   387 
Temporal selectivity of soma APs. In five experiments, we recorded from both the dendrite and 388 
soma while the signal and signal+noise stimuli were injected.  To measure the selectivity of soma 389 
APs, we estimated the probability of observing a soma AP following a particular signal.  Because 390 
we set the amplitude of the injected waveforms to threshold, the probably of observing a soma AP 391 
was low, even for the preferred 10 to 90% rise-times.  We then plotted the peak soma AP 392 
probability versus signal rise-time and fit with a Gaussian (Equation 13). 393 394 
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Results 395 
We made whole-cell recordings from the distal apical trunk and primary tuft branches of 396 

mouse pyramidal tract-projecting (PT) L5 pyramidal dendrites (Dembrow et al., 2010; Kalmbach et 397 
al., 2013; Dembrow et al., 2015; Kalmbach et al., 2015) (median location 280, range 50 to 380 μm, 398 
N = 29).  L5 PT neurons in mouse prefrontal cortex are located approximately 450-600 μm from the 399 
pial surface, with the apical tuft starting at the L1-L2/3 border (Fig. 1A).  Our recording locations 400 
spanned the entire extent of the main apical trunk and the proximal part of the apical tuft.  401 
However, all recordings from the apical trunk, with the exception of two, were within 70 μm of the 402 
nexus of the apical tuft, near the L1-L2/3 border, and three recordings were slightly distal to the 403 
nexus (red dots, Fig. 1A). Thus, our results mainly address dendritic integration near the nexus of 404 
the apical tuft in L5 pyramidal neurons of prefrontal cortex. 405 

We applied a systems-approach to study how the dendrites integrated arbitrary current 406 
injections.  The dendritic stimuli were long periods (1 to 2 minutes) of noise, waveforms, or a 407 
combination of the two (examples shown in Fig. 1B).  Functional models (summarized in Fig. 1C) 408 
were used to describe the dendritic membrane potential (Vdend), dendritic nonlinearity (INL) and 409 
somatic potential (Vsoma) in response to our dendritic stimuli.  Our results below will systematically 410 
develop the structure and rational for each model as we characterize the dendritic nonlinearities. 411 

Although dendritic current injections do not reproduce the conductance changes 412 
associated with in vivo synaptic input, a noise input has several advantages for characterizing 413 
dendritic signal processing: 1) Bypassing the synaptic contributions allowed the dendritic 414 
component to be isolated and described using functional components.  2) The noise stimulus 415 
contained a wide constellation of frequency components that dendrites may experience in vivo, and 416 
thus, mimic the fast fluctuations caused by the background activity of the thousands of synapses 417 
on cortical dendrites.  And 3) it facilitated the application of systems-identification techniques in 418 
order to construct and test functional models (Hunter and Korenberg, 1986; Sakai, 1992; Wu et al., 419 
2006).   420 
 421 
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The linear component of the dendritic response.  In the first 15 experiments, the variance of the 422 
injected current was set to produce either sub- or supra-threshold responses on alternating 423 
stimulus presentations (referred to as small and large noise, Fig. 2A).  Figure 2B shows examples 424 
of the injected current stimulus (black) and dendritic membrane potential (Vdend, blue) for a 425 
recording 275 μm from the soma. Across the population, the small noise condition produced 426 
depolarizations from rest of only a few millivolts (mean 1.7 ± 0.1, max 11.5 ± 2.3 mV), while the 427 
large noise resulted in substantial dendritic depolarizations (mean 7.8 ± 0.4, max 80.3 ± 2.1 mV) 428 
and somatic action potentials (addressed below). 429 

We first isolated the linear component of the dendritic signal processing by fitting a linear 430 
filter (D) to each input condition (Fig. 2C).  The linear filter was optimized (see Methods) such that 431 
when it was convolved with the noise current injection, it produced a linear prediction of the 432 
dendritic potential (VL, orange).  Example dendritic filters for three cells are shown in both the time 433 
and frequency domains (Fig. 2D).  The filters had relatively broad frequency responses with a peak 434 
at ~8Hz, and their impulse response function had 10 to 90% decay-times that differed by less than 435 
1 ms between the small and large noise (P < 0.001, paired t-test, N = 15).  As illustrated in Fig. 2D, 436 
filters systematically decayed faster as dendritic location increased (R = –0.82, P < 0.001).   437 

The average dendritic filters (Fig. 2E) show that across the population, filters were very 438 
similar between the small and large noise stimulus.  Thus, the linear component of the dendritic 439 
membrane potential (D) was relatively invariant to stimulus amplitude.  440 
 We next compared the linear prediction of the dendritic membrane potential (VL), obtained 441 
by convolving the dendritic filter with the noise stimulus, to the actual recorded dendritic potential 442 
(Vdend).  As illustrated in Fig. 2B, for the small noise condition, VL (orange) completely overlapped 443 
the measured Vdend (blue) and thus perfectly reproduced the dendritic potential.  Across the 444 
population, the variance accounted for (VAF) by the dendritic filter in the small noise condition was 445 
on average 99.8 ± 0.1% (N = 15).  Thus, the dendritic potential was fully described by the linear 446 
filter (D) during small random inputs.   447 
 The linear filter was comparatively less able to predict the dendritic potential during the 448 
large amplitude noise (VAF = 96.2 ± 0.7%).  Inspection of the linear prediction (VL versus Vdend, Fig. 449 
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2B) revealed that the dendritic response also contained a nonlinear component that produced 450 
additional depolarizations during the large noise (arrows a & b).  Although the linear component (D) 451 
did not change as the stimulus became larger, it accounted for less of the dendritic membrane 452 
potential. 453 
 454 
Isolating the nonlinear component of dendritic response 455 
 Inspection of the errors in the linear fit (green, Fig. 2B) revealed stable periods of linearity 456 
(i.e., error near zero) interspersed with voltage errors of different amplitudes.  Importantly, the 457 
errors were typically positive and exhibited a fast rise-time followed by a slow decay that 458 
approximated the shape of the dendritic filter.  This suggested that the voltage errors could be 459 
modeled as current impulses located at the input to the dendritic filter (Fig. 2F).   460 
 We used deconvolution to transform the voltage error (green) into a nonlinear current (INL, 461 
purple) that was added to the dendritic stimulus (Fig. 2F).  In all figures, a positive INL represents 462 
depolarizing current injected into the dendrite. By definition, convolving the dendritic filter with INL + 463 
the noise stimulus reproduced 100% of the dendritic membrane potential.     464 
 465 
Relationship of the model to the passive and active properties of dendrites 466 
 Transforming the nonlinear component of the dendritic response from a voltage error into a 467 
current (INL) was a novel step in our analysis.  INL represents a model of the net current produced 468 
by ion channels that are known to contribute to the generation of dendritic nonlinearities (including 469 
Na+ and Ca2+ channels).   Importantly, INL provides a precise description of the dendritic 470 
nonlinearity in response to arbitrary stimulus patterns, which cannot be gleaned from a casual 471 
observation of the dendritic membrane potential alone.   472 
 Our model in Figure 2F is closely related to the passive and active properties that have 473 
been traditionally been used to quantify the dendritic response.  The linear component of the model 474 
(D) captures the linear passive membrane response plus any contributions by voltage-gated 475 
channels that behave in a linear fashion.   Thus, the nonlinear component, INL, represents the 476 
contribution of active properties that cannot be captured by a linear model.  Separating the 477 
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contribution of voltage-gated channels into their linear and nonlinear components allows us to 478 
focus only on the nonlinear active properties.  479 
 480 
Properties of the nonlinear component (INL) 481 

As shown by the example trace on a longer time scale, INL consisted of mainly brief, 482 
inward, current spikes of varied amplitude (Fig. 2G).  We next quantified the properties of these 483 
dendritic current spikes.  First, we wanted to know if the amplitude of a dendritic spike depended on 484 
the amplitude of previous dendritic spikes.  Across all 29 experiments that used the large noise 485 
stimulus, the average autocorrelation function of INL was relatively flat, exhibiting only a weak 486 
positive correlation within ~25 ms (Fig. 3A).  Thus, dendritic spike timing and amplitude were 487 
largely independent, with a slight tendency of spikes to cluster within 25 ms bursts.   488 

Because deconvolution can enhance experimental noise, we next examined the reliability 489 
of INL.  The timing and amplitude of dendritic spikes were nearly identical between presentations of 490 
the same stimulus (data not shown, see Methods), suggesting INL was directly linked to the 491 
stimulus pattern injected into the dendrites, with minimal effects of experimental noise. 492 

In order to isolate individual dendritic spikes we needed to first quantify the noise levels in 493 
INL.  The average amplitude distribution of INL was positively skewed reflecting a range of inward 494 
current spike amplitudes that produced membrane depolarization (Fig. 3B).   Large negative 495 
portions of INL presumably reflected active conductances involved in membrane repolarization.   496 
Small amplitude variations around zero likely represented the experimental noise in INL.  The three-497 
sigma noise level (equivalent to 99.7% of the noise) was estimated separately for each cell 498 
(referred to as the noise floor, vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3B, see Methods).  Individual INL spikes 499 
with amplitudes above the noise floor were classified as dendritic current spikes.  As illustrated by 500 
the example INL trace above in Fig. 2G, isolated dendritic spike amplitudes above the noise floor 501 
varied by over a factor of 10 in single neurons.  502 

Across the population (N = 29), isolated dendritic current spikes occurred at a mean rate = 503 
25 ± 12 (SD) spikes/sec, and had an average width at half-height = 0.7 ± 0.05 (SD) ms.  Small 504 
dendritic spikes tended to have a symmetrical shape, possibly due to the 2 KHz sampling rate used 505 
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in our analysis (see Methods).  As we show below, however, many large dendritic spikes, 506 
especially those preceding somatic APs, had non-symmetrical features.  In addition, application of 507 
1 μM TTX completely eliminated all INL spikes (N = 4, example traces shown in Fig. 3C), but had no 508 
appreciable effect on the linear component of the dendrite (filter D, Fig. 3D).    509 

In summary, the properties of INL suggest that during the random noise input, the nonlinear 510 
component of the dendritic signal processing was composed of mainly Na+ channel-mediated 511 
current spikes that were tightly linked to the stimulus, occurred at a relatively fast rate, and were 512 
highly variable in amplitude.  513 

 514 
Dendritic current spike amplitude was correlated with the stimulus rise-time 515 
 What does the amplitude and timing of a dendritic current spike tell the neuron about the 516 
injected stimulus?  In other words, why did the dendrite sometimes produce small amplitude 517 
spikes, while at other times it produced large spikes?  As illustrated by the two example dendritic 518 
current spikes in Fig. 4A (one large at 5.2 X noise floor and one small at 1.1 X noise floor), the 519 
largest stimulus fluctuations (arrows) did not coincide with the occurrence of a spike, while a steady 520 
rise of the stimulus seemed to precede each spike, especially the larger spike.   521 
 To quantify what a dendritic current spike tells the neuron about the stimulus, we applied 522 
the spike-triggered average (STA) theorem.   This theorem states that in response to white noise, 523 
the stimulus STA is the input feature that best predicts when a spike occurs (de Boer and Kuyper, 524 
1968; Bryant and Segundo, 1976).  Thus, we binned well-isolated dendritic current spikes by 525 
amplitude and averaged the noise stimulus centered on each spike (Fig. 4B, see Methods).  526 
 Across the population, 23,820 isolated dendritic INL spikes were grouped into eight 527 
amplitude bins, with every cell contributing to each bin.  The stimulus STA (Fig. 4B, black) revealed 528 
that dendritic spikes, regardless of amplitude, were on average preceded by similar fast-rising 529 
current injection waveforms.  It should be noted that while the large noise stimulus contained 530 
amplitudes exceeding 5 nA, the STA amplitude preceding a dendrite spike was far less (~1.5 nA).  531 
This is also seen in the example trace (Fig. 4A), where large instantaneous current injections 532 
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(arrows) did not produce dendritic spikes.  Thus, the STA results reveal that nonlinear dendritic 533 
spikes tend to follow a particular shape (or feature) in the dendritic input.   534 
 What stimulus feature determined the amplitude of the dendritic spike?  Although the peak 535 
amplitude of the average current spike increased by over a factor of 10 (Fig. 4B, purple), the peak 536 
of the stimulus STA was surprisingly flat over the wide range of spike amplitudes (R = 0.41, P = 537 
0.31, Fig. 4C, black).  In comparison, the 10 to 90% rise-time of the stimulus STA steadily 538 
increased as a function of spike amplitude (R = 0.93, P = 0.001, Fig. 4C, blue).  Thus, small 539 
differences in the rise-time of the stimulus STA, but not necessarily the amplitude, were correlated 540 
with dendritic current spike amplitude.    541 
 The STA results are important because they suggest that the amplitude of the dendritic 542 
spike informs the neuron about the shape of the injected dendritic input.  A 10 to 90% stimulus rise-543 
time of ~4 ms tended to produce the largest dendritic spikes, while faster rise-times produced 544 
smaller dendritic spikes.  Thus, the nonlinear component of the dendritic signal processing is 545 
selective to a particular input feature.  546 
 547 
A simple cascade model predicted dendritic spike timing and amplitude 548 
 Although the stimulus STAs in Fig. 4B represent the shape of the stimulus waveform that 549 
best predicts the amplitude of a dendritic current spike, it does not reveal how good such a model 550 
would be.  Thus, we constructed a common two-stage cascade model (Hunter and Korenberg, 551 
1986) of the dendritic nonlinear component in order to reproduce INL as a function of the stimulus 552 
input (Fig. 5A, see Methods).   553 
 The first stage of the model convolved the stimulus with a linear “spike” filter (S).  The 554 
output of the spike filter (x) was then passed through a static nonlinearity (Z) that produced current 555 
spikes of variable amplitude.  We optimized the model separately for each cell using isolated 556 
dendritic spikes that were greater than or equal to the noise floor.  Fig. 5A shows a short example 557 
trace of the optimized model INL output (green) versus the actual INL (purple).  558 

A neuron’s optimized spike filter and static nonlinearity are shown in Fig. 5B, and the 559 
model INL output is shown Fig. 5C on a longer timescale.  For this dendritic recording, the model 560 
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reproduced the spike amplitudes reasonably well (cross validated VAF = 87%), which can be 561 
observed by how close the true dendritic spike amplitudes (gray points, Fig. 5B) are to the fitted 562 
static nonlinearity (Z, black sigmoid-shaped curve). Across all 29 recordings, the cascade model 563 
accounted for dendritic current spike time and amplitude with a median cross-validated VAF = 85% 564 
(Fig. 5D).  565 

As illustrated by the example model fit in Fig. 5C, approximately 98% of the time INL was 566 
below the noise floor and these data were not used to optimize the model.  Thus, we used these 567 
non-spiking periods to further validate the model and found that “false-alarm” model current spikes 568 
(i.e., model spikes with no corresponding real dendritic spikes) were highly unlikely.  For example, 569 
across all cells, the average rate of model false-alarm spikes with amplitudes at least 3 X noise 570 
floor was a negligible 0.01 ± 0.003 spikes/sec.  The high VAF and the low false-alarm spike rate of 571 
the model suggest that a functional cascade was reasonably good at capturing the nonlinear 572 
component of the dendritic signal processing. 573 

The spike filter shape was fairly similar for different dendrite locations (impulse response 574 
functions for three example filters are shown in Fig. 5E).  Across the population, the decay time of 575 
the spike filter’s impulse response function was not strongly linked to dendritic location (R = –0.36, 576 
P = 0.06, N = 29).    The average spike filter (S, Fig. 5F, black) was slightly faster than the average 577 
dendritic filter (D, blue), with a 10 to 90% decay = 4.2 ± 0.3 ms (S) versus 6.9 ± 0.4 ms (D) (P < 578 
0.001, paired t-test).  As predicted by the STA theorem, the shape of the average spike filter was 579 
identical to the stimulus STA of the largest spikes shown in Fig. 4B (re-plotted in Fig. 5F, red).  The 580 
average static nonlinearity (Z, black, Fig. 5G) had a relatively consistent shape across cells in the 581 
form of a sigmoid that increased in slope as it approached the maximum spike amplitude.  From 582 
visual inspection, the static nonlinearity did not appear to be dependent on dendritic location (three 583 
examples are shown in color in Fig. 5G). 584 

 585 
Dendritic current spikes were selective to the rise-time of the stimulus 586 
 The results so far suggest a model of the dendritic membrane potential that is based on 587 
linear and nonlinear components (Fig. 6A).  This model makes specific predictions that can be 588 
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experimentally tested.  For example, the cascade model of the nonlinear component (INL) predicts 589 
that dendritic current spike amplitudes will be selective to the shape of the input waveforms (Fig. 590 
6B).  Dendritic inputs that match the time-reversed shape of the spike filter (S), even in the 591 
presence of noise, will produce the largest amplitude current spikes (Fig. 6B, left).  Smaller 592 
dendritic spikes will correspond to inputs that are less similar to S (i.e., a non-matched stimulus, 593 
right).  Thus, we tested this hypothesis by experimentally measuring the selectivity of the dendritic 594 
nonlinearity using waveform stimuli that were very different from the white-noise used to develop 595 
the cascade model of INL.  We then compared the actual selectivity of the dendrite’s nonlinearity to 596 
that predicted by the model. 597 
 We alternated between three, one-minute long stimulus conditions (Fig. 6C).  In the first 598 
condition we injected the same large amplitude white noise as above.  The second “signal only” 599 
condition consisted of a randomized series of nine different equal-energy signals that were either 600 
time-compressed, or stretched, versions of the average time-reversed spike filter (S) derived from 601 
the cascade model fits.  A short example trace of the “signal only” input is shown in Fig. 6D.  For 602 
the third “signal + noise” condition, we presented the same equal-energy signals embedded in half-603 
amplitude white noise.  A prediction of the cascade model of INL is that additive noise should 604 
broaden the selectivity, but not change the dendrite’s preferred input waveform.  It should be noted 605 
that the waveforms were normalized to have equal energy so that only the rise-time, and not the 606 
signal strength, varied between each of the nine waveforms (see Methods).   607 
 As highlighted by the example traces in Fig. 6E (middle panel), a large dendritic current 608 
spike (purple, arrow a) occurred in response to a matched signal waveform with a rise time of 2.5 609 
ms, but not to a faster, non-matched, input of 0.8 ms (arrow b).  The same preferred signal also 610 
produced a large dendritic spike in the signal + noise condition (right).  Note that dendritic spike 611 
amplitudes for the two signal conditions (middle and right panels, Fig. 6E) tended to be smaller 612 
than spikes produced during the large noise (left panel).  This was likely due to moderate Na+-613 
channel inactivation, as the two “signal conditions” were no longer zero-mean stimuli. 614 
 To measure the selectivity of the dendritic nonlinearity, we plotted the average peak 615 
amplitude of the dendritic current spikes (INL) versus the 10 to 90% rise-time of the input stimulus 616 
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(an example cell is shown in Fig. 6F, top).  Across our 14 cells, the amplitude of the dendritic spike 617 
that followed each signal presentation was selective to the stimulus rise-time.  On average, the 618 
largest dendritic spikes occurred in response to signals with rise-times between 4 and 5 ms (Fig. 619 
6G, top).  620 
 The selectivity of the INL was approximately Gaussian as a function of the log rise-time 621 
(solid lines in Fig. 6F,G are Gaussian fits).  We used the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the 622 
fitted Gaussians to characterize the selectivity.  There was a substantial broadening of the 623 
selectivity (σ) for the signal + noise (orange) versus signal only (blue) condition (mean = 6.1 versus 624 
2.2, P < 0.0001, paired t-test, N = 14).  In comparison, the preferred rise-time (µ) was the same 625 
between the two conditions (mean = 4.5 and 4.4 ms, P = 0.64). Thus, the addition of noise 626 
broadened the selectivity of the dendritic nonlinearity, with no change in the preferred stimulus 627 
feature.  Neither preferred rise-time (µ) or selectivity width (σ) were correlated with dendritic 628 
recording location (Pearson’s, P > 0.24 for both parameters and conditions). 629 
 The cascade model of INL reproduced the dendritic spikes observed in the two signal 630 
conditions (an example model trace is shown in Fig. 6E, green).  The INL model used the same 631 
spike filter (S) estimated from the large noise condition, but we re-fit the static nonlinearity (Z) to 632 
accommodate the reduced spike amplitude for the two signal conditions (see Methods).   633 
Comparing the cascade model and cell selectivity curves (Fig. 6F,G, bottom) revealed that the 634 
model captured much of the stimulus selectivity of the dendritic spikes, and predicted the much 635 
wider selectivity in the presence of noise (orange versus blue).  A cell-by-cell comparison of the 636 
center (µ) and width (σ) of the selectivity curves further highlights the model’s good performance, 637 
but also revealed a slight shift in both parameters (Fig. 6H).  Model INL selectivity tended to be a 638 
little wider and centered on slightly faster rise-times.  639 

In summary, the nonlinear mechanism that generates dendritic Na+ spikes (INL) in L5 PT 640 
mouse neurons is selective to the input dynamics as predicted by the functional model (Fig. 6A,B).   641 
Although the linear spike filter (S) captured the selectivity of the dendritic nonlinearity, changes in 642 
the static nonlinearity (Z) across conditions revealed an input-dependent reduction of the dendritic 643 
spike amplitude.  Importantly, the injected waveforms further validated the cascade model of INL 644 
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using stimuli that were dramatically different from the white-noise originally used to derive the 645 
model’s spike filter (S).   This is especially evident from the fact that the model accurately predicted 646 
how the addition of noise (signal + noise condition) would widen the selectivity without affecting the 647 
preferred input dynamics. 648 

 649 
Most somatic APs followed dendritic current spikes 650 
  Thus far we have focused only on the dendritic nonlinearity (INL), and found that it was 651 
selective to a particular input shape as predicted by the functional model of INL.  How does the 652 
dendritic nonlinear component contribute to the neuron’s ability to produce a somatic AP?  653 
Although it has been shown that dendritic Na+ spikes exert a strong influence on somatic APs 654 
(Stuart et al., 1997; Golding and Spruston, 1998; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Sivyer and Williams, 655 
2013; Smith et al., 2013), our novel approach for isolating dendritic spikes using a noise stimulus 656 
and deconvolution warranted that we also examine this question in detail.  In 16 experiments, we 657 
simultaneously recorded the somatic and dendritic membrane potential using the large white-noise 658 
stimulus (Fig. 7A).  In these recordings, the dendritic electrode location ranged from 50 to 380 μm 659 
from the soma (median 268 μm), with the majority of recordings centered on the nexus of the 660 
apical tuft (see Fig 1A).  661 
 For each simultaneous somatic and dendritic recording, we extracted the dendritic 662 
nonlinear current (INL) from the dendritic membrane potential as described above.  Across all cells, 663 
in response to the white-noise stimulus somatic APs occurred at a mean rate of 1.0 ± 0.9 (SD) 664 
spks/sec, much less than the ~25 spks/sec of the dendritic spikes.  Note that the term ”somatic AP” 665 
referrers to the somatic recording location and not the site of AP initiation, which has been shown 666 
to be in the axon (reviewed in (Bean, 2007; Kress and Mennerick, 2009)). 667 
 The higher rate of dendritic spikes versus somatic APs agrees with previous in vitro 668 
observations that not all dendritic spikes are followed by APs (Stuart et al., 1997; Golding and 669 
Spruston, 1998; Gasparini and Magee, 2006), and that small dendritic spikes can occur at higher 670 
firing rates compared to somatic APs during in vivo or intact-circuit recordings (Sivyer and Williams, 671 
2013; Smith et al., 2013).   However, our ratio of dendritic spike to AP firing rate was greater than 672 
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that previously observed.  Two potential reasons for this are: 1) The high variance in our noise 673 
stimulus produced more dendritic spikes and 2) that the deconvolution method was able to resolve 674 
smaller dendritic spikes (just above the noise floor). 675 
 As illustrated in the example traces (Fig. 7B), dendritic current spikes (INL, purple) almost 676 
always preceded somatic APs (blue).  Note that sometimes a small bump in the falling phase of the 677 
dendritic spike was observed, presumably due to AP back-propagation (arrow a).  Somatic APs 678 
occasionally followed bursts of two or more smaller dendritic current spikes, where the first spike 679 
had a sub-threshold depolarizing effect on the soma (middle panel, arrow b). When the latency 680 
between the dendritic current spike and somatic AP was long, we typically observed isolated back-681 
propagating spikes in the form of a second smaller INL spike immediately following the AP (arrow c).  682 
Of the 3,241 individual somatic APs recorded in our 16 experiments, ~98% followed a large 683 
dendritic current spike (see Methods).  Many large dendritic current spikes, however, were not 684 
followed by somatic APs (Fig. 7C), and we will focus our analyses on these spikes below. 685 
 Although our AP firing rates were lower than typically observed in vivo, approximately 15% 686 
of somatic APs were part of a burst containing two or more APs within a 25 ms window (data not 687 
shown).  During these AP bursts, INL typically contained dendritic spikes riding on top of a small, 688 
sustained, inward current.  This weak bursting in our data was revealed above by the small positive 689 
autocorrelation in INL (see Fig. 3B). 690 
 About 2% of the somatic APs (64 out of 3,241 total APs recorded) were not preceded by a 691 
large dendritic spike (observed in 9 out of 16 experiments).  As shown by the example traces in 692 
Fig. 7D, large dendritic current spikes occasionally occurred just after the somatic AP.  Presumably 693 
a large dendritic spike just after the AP reflected the back-propagation of the somatic AP into the 694 
dendrites.  695 
 Considering only dendritic spikes that immediately preceded somatic APs, we found that 696 
the average latency of the somatic AP increased as a function of dendritic location (Fig. 7E), which 697 
agrees with previous observations using non-noise current injections (Stuart et al., 1997).  To 698 
further confirm that somatic APs were causally linked to the dendritic nonlinearities, in two 699 
experiments we applied TTX locally at the dendrite while recording the somatic and dendritic 700 
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responses (Fig. 7F).   Locally blocking Na+ channels at the dendrite eliminated all dendritic spikes 701 
and somatic APs in response to the dendritic noise input (Fig. 7G).  The example traces show that 702 
TTX reduced INL below the noise floor threshold for a dendritic spike (Fig. 7H).  For both 703 
experiments, however, a brief somatic current injection still produced a somatic AP in the presence 704 
of the local TTX on the dendrites, but attenuated the back-propagation of the AP into the dendrites 705 
(Fig. 7I).  Note that the somatic AP threshold in response to somatic current injection was 706 
unchanged by the TTX puff in the dendrite (Cell 1 threshold went from –52.6 mV to –51.3 mV and 707 
Cell 2 threshold went from –52.7 mV to –52.5 mV, baseline versus TTX, respectively). 708 
 709 
A functional model revealed that the soma linearly integrated boosted dendritic spikes 710 
 In response to the noise stimulus, a vast majority of the nonlinear dendritic current spikes 711 
(~25 spks/sec) were not associated with somatic APs (~1 spk/sec).  What was the relationship 712 
between the dendritic spike and the soma membrane potential when there was no somatic AP?  713 
For example, were dendritic spikes integrated at the soma in the same way as the stimulus?  Or 714 
was the soma potential affected by additional nonlinearities not captured by the dendritic INL?   715 
 To answer these questions, we constructed two functional models of the subthreshold 716 
somatic potential (Fig. 8A): 1) A linear model that only used the stimulus as the input and 2) A 717 
linear model that also included the nonlinear dendritic current INL.  The first model convolved the 718 
stimulus with a linear soma filter (G) to reproduce the somatic potential (yellow).  The second 719 
model convolved the stimulus + a boosted version of INL (green) with G to produce Vsoma (orange).   720 
 Because INL is a measure of the local nonlinearity in the dendrite, the boost function (B) 721 
allowed the effect of INL on the soma to vary.  For example, nonlinearities activated in other parts of 722 
the dendrites, during the propagation of the dendritic spike, or in the soma itself, could boost the 723 
effect that dendritic spikes had on the soma membrane potential.  Thus, the boost function 724 
captured the fact that somatic depolarization due to a dendritic current spike was larger than that 725 
predicted by the spike size at the dendrites.  It is important to emphasize, however, that the boost 726 
function (B) did not change the dynamics of INL, but only scaled its magnitude as illustrated in Fig. 727 
8A (green versus purple spikes). 728 
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 We optimized the soma filter (G) and found it was essentially identical between the two 729 
models.  The average soma filter (black) was more low-pass compared to the dendritic (D) and 730 
spike filters (S), but had a similar peak in its frequency response ~8 Hz (Fig. 8B).  As shown by the 731 
three example filters in Fig. 8B, the soma filters became more attenuating, both for amplitude and 732 
frequency, as a function of dendritic location.  For the linear model of the somatic membrane 733 
potential, convolving the somatic filter (G) with the stimulus did a good job of accounting for Vsoma 734 
(yellow, Fig. 8C), except for periods following a dendritic current spike. 735 
 Including INL improved the model’s ability to mimic the subthreshold soma potential after a 736 
dendritic spike.  Optimizing the boost function revealed an average increase in the effect that INL 737 
had on the soma potential (Fig. 8D).  This increase was greater for larger amplitude dendritic 738 
spikes, with an average maximum boost to the dendritic spikes of 40 ± 18% (P < 0.0001, N = 16, 739 
one-sided t-test).  The maximal boosting was not strongly related to dendritic location (Pearson’s R 740 
= 0.39, P = 0.13).  Example traces of the boosted INL arriving at the soma filter (G) are shown in Fig. 741 
8C (green, arrow a), which were smaller than average for this particular neuron.   742 
 Importantly, convolving the soma filter (G) with the stimulus + boosted INL yielded a model 743 
Vsoma (orange traces, Fig. 8C) that reproduced the measured somatic membrane potential before 744 
and after dendritic spikes (arrow b), but not during somatic APs.  For example, excluding the 20 ms 745 
following the start of a somatic AP (which was ~2% of the data), the linear + INL model predicted 746 
Vsoma with a median VAF = 99% (range 96 to 100%, N = 16). 747 
 To further quantify the interplay between the stimulus, dendritic spikes and somatic 748 
response, we computed population STAs aligned to the start of the dendritic spikes (Fig. 8E).  We 749 
binned dendritic current spikes into three groups: 1) Dendritic spikes that preceded a somatic AP 750 
(left panel).  2) The largest dendritic spikes with no somatic APs (middle).  And 3), the next largest 751 
dendritic spikes with no soma AP (right).  All three STAs were computed with the same number of 752 
dendritic current spikes. 753 
 Across 16 experiments, the stimulus STA before a somatic AP (arrow c, Fig. 8E) revealed 754 
the same preferred input dynamics (compare to the STAs in Fig. 4B).  At the start of an AP, large 755 
dendritic current spikes produced a substantial increase in Vsoma for the linear + INL model (orange, 756 
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arrow d), but the model tended to overestimate the somatic depolarization immediately after the 757 
AP.  This overestimation was likely due to the repolarization of the somatic potential by somatic 758 
nonlinearities not captured in the dendritic nonlinearity INL.  In comparison, when there was no 759 
somatic AP, the STA of the linear + INL model of Vsoma (orange) overlapped the STA of the 760 
measured somatic potential (arrows e & f, insets show expanded fits).   Before the start of the 761 
dendritic spike, both models of Vsoma predicted the somatic membrane potential equally well. 762 
 When no somatic AP occurred, the functional model of Vsoma showed that slightly boosted 763 
dendritic spikes were linearly integrated by the soma in a similar manner as the stimulus. The 764 
modeling of the somatic potential, however, does not reveal the mechanism by which dendritic 765 
spikes were linked to somatic APs.  We addressed this next by examining why some large dendritic 766 
current spikes did not produce somatic APs, while other large dendritic spikes did produce APs. 767 
 768 
The link between dendritic spike and somatic AP depended on stimulus history 769 
 Why did some large dendritic current spikes result in somatic APs, while other similarly 770 
sized dendritic spikes did not?  Previous studies have demonstrated that somatic APs do not 771 
always follow dendritic spikes (Stuart et al., 1997; Golding and Spruston, 1998; Gasparini and 772 
Magee, 2006; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2014).  We took 773 
advantage of the fact that our dendritic spikes varied in amplitude in order to quantify this link using 774 
our functional models of Vsoma.  Fig. 9A shows the 5 to 95% range of the dendritic current spike 775 
amplitude for our 16 paired-recordings as a function of distance from the soma.  Two groups of 776 
spike amplitudes are shown: those that were followed by soma APs (blue) and the largest current 777 
spikes not followed by a soma AP (orange).  Note these are the same data used to construct the 778 
STAs in Fig. 8E above (two left panels), and for many experiments, there was a substantial overlap 779 
in the spike amplitudes between APs and no APs. 780 
 Without a somatic AP, there was no systematic relation between dendritic location and the 781 
median dendritic spike amplitude (orange, Fig. 9A, R = 0.35, P = 0.18).  The median dendritic spike 782 
amplitude before an AP, however, was correlated with dendritic location (blue, R = –0.75, P = 783 
0.008).   The reason for this was that at very proximal dendritic locations, the back-propagating AP 784 
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merged into the dendritic spike and increased its peak amplitude.  At more distal locations, the 785 
back-propagating AP arrived well after the dendritic current spike peak. 786 
 To quantify the link between the dendritic current spike amplitude and soma AP, we 787 
matched dendritic spikes with similar peak amplitudes between those followed by a somatic AP 788 
and those with no AP.  The traces in Fig. 9B show examples of two matched dendritic current 789 
spikes from the same cell with nearly identical amplitudes (INL, middle panel).  Traces are aligned to 790 
the start of the dendritic spikes.  Note that the measured somatic potential (solid lines, bottom 791 
panel) at the start of the dendritic spike was more depolarized when a somatic AP occurred (blue 792 
versus orange).  Also note that the back-propagating AP substantially widened the dendritic spike 793 
(INL, blue) compared to its matched “no AP” equivalent (orange), but the rise-times of both dendritic 794 
current spikes were the same. 795 
 The short and long dashed lines (bottom panel, Fig. 9B) are the predicted Vsoma from the 796 
two soma models described above (see Fig. 8A).  The overlap between the model’s and measured 797 
Vsoma shows that the linear integration of the stimulus accounted for the difference in soma 798 
depolarization at the start of the dendritic spikes.  After the start of the dendritic current spike, the 799 
soma model that included INL (long dashes) accurately predicted the soma potential when there 800 
was no soma AP (orange, arrow a).   801 
 Only 9 experiments contained enough dendritic spikes of similar size (asterisks in Fig. 9A) 802 
to perform this comparison, resulting in a total of 617 matched-spike pairs.  The population 803 
averages (Fig. 9C) show that for similar amplitude dendritic spikes, APs occur when the soma 804 
potential was more depolarized at the start of the dendritic spike.  Importantly, both soma models 805 
mimicked this observation, with the model that included INL (long dashes) perfectly overlapping the 806 
average measured Vsoma at the time of the dendritic spike (blue, arrow b).  Because the soma has a 807 
long integration period (as shown by the soma filter G in Fig. 8B), small differences in past dendritic 808 
inputs were linearly accumulated and directly influenced the neuron’s decision to produce an AP.  809 
The small bar-plot in Fig. 9C (top panel), highlights that the average stimulus 5 to 10 ms before the 810 
dendritic spike was greater and thus more depolarizing for somatic APs (blue) versus no APs 811 
(orange). 812 
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 These results suggest that the somatic integration had a strong affect on the link between 813 
dendritic current spikes and somatic APs.  The functional models show that because the soma 814 
integrates over a relatively long window, both the stimulus and dendritic spike history contribute to 815 
the neuron’s decision to produce an AP.  Thus, some large dendritic spikes were not followed by 816 
APs when they were combined with a weakly depolarizing stimulus history. 817 
 818 
Dendritic spike amplitude contributed to the latency of the somatic AP 819 
 The latency from the start of the dendritic spike (INL) to the start of the somatic AP varied 820 
within each cell (examples of a short and long AP latency are shown in Fig. 9D).  Furthermore, the 821 
variability in AP latency was correlated with the amplitude of the dendritic current spike.  Fig. 9E 822 
shows AP latencies from the same example cell as a function of the preceding dendritic spike peak 823 
(gray points).   824 
 Across all 16 experiments, the average Pearson’s correlation between dendritic spike peak 825 
and AP latency was –0.38 ± 0.05 (P < 0.0001, t-test).   To illustrate this relationship, we binned the 826 
peak amplitude of the dendritic spike and the AP latency into 8 equal size groups (large black 827 
circles, Fig. 9E).  The population average revealed a nearly linear relationship between binned 828 
dendritic spike amplitude and AP latency (Fig. 9F), with a ~60% increase in dendritic current spike 829 
amplitude corresponding to a ~25% reduction in AP latency.   830 
 The relationship shown in Fig. 9F is consistent with the linear integration of dendritic spikes 831 
until an AP threshold is reached.  In other words, larger dendritic spikes produced slightly faster 832 
charging curves of the soma (and presumably axon) membrane potential.  If dendritic spikes had 833 
an all-or-none effect on the AP, then we would expect little correlation between latency and 834 
dendritic spike amplitude.   835 
 In summary, the functional modeling of Vsoma, matching dendritic spikes with and without 836 
APs, and the latency results, together suggest the decision to produce an AP was not just an all-or-837 
none regenerative event triggered by large dendritic spikes.  Instead, the somatic integration of the 838 
combined dendritic current spikes and stimulus was a significant factor for the production and 839 
timing of somatic APs.  840 
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 841 
Somatic APs were selective to the same stimulus preferred by the dendrites 842 

During the large white-noise stimulus, large amplitude dendritic spikes preceded APs 843 
~98% of the time, suggesting that soma APs would also be selective to the same stimulus features 844 
preferred by the dendrite.  In five experiments we injected the same stimulus patterns used to 845 
measure the selectivity of INL (see Fig. 6), while simultaneously monitoring the somatic and 846 
dendritic potentials (Fig. 10A).  As highlighted by the example traces in Fig. 10B, somatic APs 847 
usually occurred after a large dendritic spike for both the signal only and signal + noise conditions 848 
(left and right panels).  Also illustrated is an example of a small dendritic current spike and failed 849 
somatic AP (middle panel) to the same input signal.    850 

For the signal only and signal+noise conditions, respectively, somatic AP firing rates were 851 
1.1 ± 1.3 (SD) and 3.6 ± 1.6 spks/sec (N = 5), and we recorded a total of 1,539 and 4,706 852 
individual somatic APs.  Dendritic spikes preceded approximately 99% of somatic APs for both 853 
conditions.  The dendritic location for these recordings ranged from 160 to 300 μm (median 260). 854 

To estimate the selectivity of the somatic APs, we first computed the probability of 855 
observing a somatic AP following each signal rise-time in our two conditions.  For example, the 856 
probability of observing a somatic AP following the 5 ms rise-time signal is shown for a single cell in 857 
Fig. 10C, and was higher for the signal + noise (orange) versus signal only (blue) condition.  858 
Plotting the peak probability of an AP versus the signal 10 to 90% rise-time revealed Gaussian 859 
selectivity of the somatic APs (Fig. 10D&E).  The preferred selectivity of somatic APs was similar to 860 
that of the dendritic current spikes (compare with Fig. 6G).  For example, the selectivity of the 861 
somatic APs was narrower for the signal only versus the signal + noise condition.  These results 862 
demonstrate that the output of a neuron is shaped by the selectivity of the nonlinear dendritic signal 863 
processing.   864 
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Discussion 865 
 For the subtype of mouse L5 neurons explored here (PT neurons), we have provided evidence 866 
that both fast dendritic spikes and somatic APs are selective to the same dynamical feature of the 867 
dendritic input.  Thus, the dendritic spike amplitude conveyed information to the neuron about the 868 
shape of the stimulus, and influenced the occurrence of APs.  The white-noise stimulus produced a 869 
high rate of dendritic spikes of varying amplitudes, while APs occurred at the much lower rate.  870 
Dendritic current injections of individual waveforms (signal only and signal+noise conditions) 871 
corroborated the results obtained from the noise injections.   872 
             A functional model accurately captured the amplitude and timing of individual dendritic 873 
spikes in response to noise and individual waveforms, and predicted the selectivity of the dendritic 874 
spikes for the waveform inputs.  Importantly, the functional model of the dendritic spikes accounted 875 
for how the selectivity broadened when noise was added to the input (signal + noise condition).  A 876 
second functional model of the somatic response suggested that boosted dendritic spikes are 877 
combined with the stimulus over the soma’s relatively long integration window.  However, the 878 
source of the boosting was not measured and could have resulted from the contribution of 879 
nonlinearities in other parts of the dendrites or soma, or during the propagation of the dendritic 880 
spike to the soma.  881 

Our current injections bypassed the synaptic conductance, which could affect both the 882 
linear component of the dendrite (Destexhe and Paré, 1999) or add additional nonlinearities such 883 
as NMDA spikes (Larkum et al., 2009; Palmer et al., 2014).  In addition to being a useful tool in 884 
systems-identification, our noise stimulus may have captured the highly variable input that 885 
dendrites receive in vivo.  For example, assuming cortical neurons fire at a low background rate of 886 
1 spike/sec, there would be ~10,000 EPSCs per second bombarding a typical dendritic tree.  887 
Furthermore, in vivo intracellular recordings typically show fast fluctuations in the somatic potential 888 
during normal cortical circuit function (Destexhe et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2013).  Because we 889 
adjusted our stimulus amplitudes at the dendrites to produce low firing in order to study somatic 890 
APs in isolation (Agüera y Arcas and Fairhall, 2003), we may not have revealed the full range of 891 
dendritic nonlinearities.  For example, PFC neurons typically have in vivo background firing rates of 892 
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5 to 10 spks/sec (Wang et al., 2011), while our signal+noise condition produced our highest AP 893 
firing of ~4 spks/sec.  Another difference is that while AP bursts are common in some pyramidal 894 
neurons, bursts were associated with only 15% of somatic APs in our recordings.  895 
 Our results are consistent with a rich body of evidence that in many neurons there are 896 
multiple integration zones (Poirazi et al., 2003a; 2003b; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Larkum et al., 897 
2009; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Das and Narayanan, 2014; 2015). Local input 898 
features are extracted by dendritic nonlinearities, with the results integrated at the soma.  Dendritic 899 
nonlinearities in the form of Ca2+ plateau potentials and Na+ spikes have been observed in several 900 
types of pyramidal neurons across many brain regions (Schiller et al., 1997; Stuart et al., 1997; 901 
Larkum et al., 1999a; 1999b; Schiller et al., 2000; Takahashi and Magee, 2009; Xu et al., 2012; 902 
Harnett et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015).  These dendritic spikes are capable of triggering 903 
somatic APs and can improve the temporal precision of AP output (Ariav et al., 2003), yet the 904 
relative contribution of linear versus nonlinear dendritic processing to somatic APs has been 905 
unclear.  A major advantage of the systems modeling approach used here is that we were able to 906 
isolate the nonlinear component of the dendrites during arbitrary dendritic inputs. 907 

Our systems-based results agree with biophysical models that suggest spike generating 908 
mechanisms in the dendrites can modulate the dynamics of APs measured at the soma (Poirazi et 909 
al., 2003a; 2003b; Das and Narayanan, 2014; 2015).  Consequently, high-frequency inputs that are 910 
preferred by the dendrites produce spikes, which are subsequently integrated linearly at the soma.  911 
While our data clearly show sub-threshold linear integration of dendritic spikes at the soma, we 912 
could not conclusively demonstrate that this was the sole factor in determining AP initiation in the 913 
axon.  Regardless of the mechanism, however, under both our noise and non-noise input 914 
conditions, AP generation was selective to the same preferred input dynamics as the dendrites.  915 
The opposite did not hold, as the occurrence of a large nonlinear dendritic spike did not guarantee 916 
a somatic AP. 917 

Our results apply specifically to fast dendritic Na+ spikes in PT neurons of prefrontal cortex 918 
(PFC). Other sources of dendritic and synaptic nonlinearities (especially NMDA spikes) can 919 
profoundly affect AP generation (Larkum et al., 1999a; 1999b; Schiller et al., 2000; Larkum et al., 920 
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2009; Takahashi and Magee, 2009; Xu et al., 2012; Harnett et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2014; Stuart 921 
and Spruston, 2015). Notably, these other sources of nonlinearlities are also capable of producing 922 
dendritic Na+ spikes, suggesting that dendritic nonlinearities interact in ways not captured by our 923 
noise current injections.   924 

The properties of our three stimulus types (noise only, signal only, and signal + noise) may 925 
have biased our neurons to mainly produce APs following dendritic spikes.  Although the Poisson-926 
like firing statistics observed in cortical neurons (Goris et al., 2014) would likely produce highly 927 
random fluctuations in dendrites, our stimuli lacked certain features of the up/down states observed 928 
in vivo (Destexhe et al., 2003; Williams, 2005).  For example, other input dynamics tend to produce 929 
a more variable relationship between dendritic spike and AP (Stuart et al., 1997; Golding and 930 
Spruston, 1998; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Palmer 931 
et al., 2014).  However, the presence of the same nonlinear dendritic spikes in our three different 932 
stimuli suggests that our selectivity results were not overly dependent on the statistical structure of 933 
the input. 934 

It is also possible that Na+ spikes are the predominate type of dendritic nonlinearity in PT 935 
neurons of PFC. Our recording locations were centered on the nexus of the apical dendrite, a 936 
location where Ca2+ electrogenesis has been reported to have a low threshold in L5 neurons of 937 
sensory cortices (Larkum et al., 1999b; Larkum and Zhu, 2002).  Our results are thus consistent 938 
with previous reports that the apical dendrite of L5 neurons of PFC display little Ca2+ electrogenesis 939 
compared with L5 neurons from primary sensory cortices (Gulledge and Stuart, 2003; Santello and 940 
Nevian, 2015).  It remains possible, however, that Ca2+ electrogenesis occurs at different locations, 941 
for example in the distal apical tuft regions of PT neurons of PFC. The novel deconvolution method 942 
outlined here, however, could be used to quantify how the full repertoire of dendritic nonlinearities 943 
regulates somatic AP generation.  Although infrequent, we observed sustained inward 944 
nonlinearities lasting longer than 10 ms. Similarly, our method could be used to examine how the 945 
presence of synaptic nonlinearities (Schiller et al., 2000; Polsky et al., 2004; Larkum et al., 2009; 946 
Smith et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2014) or the occurrence of different network states (Destexhe and 947 
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Paré, 1999; Destexhe et al., 2003) affects the interplay between linear and nonlinear dendritic 948 
processing and AP generation. 949 

 950 
Dendritic selectivity and variable amplitude Na+ spikes 951 

Variable amplitude dendritic nonlinearities have been observed previously (Golding and 952 
Spruston, 1998; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013).  For example, Sivyer and Williams 953 
(2013) showed that in retinal ganglion cells small amplitude spikes were initiated at locations distal 954 
to the recording location, integrated at parent dendrites to produce subsequent dendritic spikes and 955 
eventually somatic APs.  A similar integration of dendritic Na+ spikes originating at separate 956 
dendritic branches may occur in L5 neurons. While the smaller amplitude spikes we recorded did 957 
not usually elicit APs, they nonetheless contributed to the depolarization at the soma.  This 958 
conclusion is supported by the fact that integrating the sum of the stimulus and boosted dendritic 959 
spikes accounted for ~99% of the variability in the somatic membrane potential. These smaller 960 
amplitude Na+ spikes can summate to elicit somatic APs (e.g., Fig. 7B).  Given the theta resonance 961 
of the dendrite, trains of small amplitude dendritic spikes in the theta frequency range would be 962 
predicted to preferentially elicit a somatic AP.  963 

Our results are the first, to our knowledge, to quantitatively link the dendritic spike 964 
amplitude and soma AP to a specific shape of the dendritic input.  However, previous studies have 965 
demonstrated that the probability of dendritic spike generation depends on the temporal and spatial 966 
properties of the synaptic input (Gasparini et al., 2004; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Branco et al., 967 
2010; Branco and Häusser, 2011).   While our data do not address the spatial selectivity of 968 
dendritic nonlinearities or how the spatial profile of dendritic input affects dendritic nonlinearities, 969 
they do suggest that the temporal dynamics of the dendritic input contributes significantly to the 970 
variability in dendritic spike size.  971 

 972 
Functional considerations  973 

Temporal synchrony in the activity of subsets of neurons plays a key role in several 974 
aspects of brain function and cognition (Engel et al., 2001) including attention, motor movement 975 
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planning, sensory processing and working memory (Riehle et al., 1997; Steinmetz et al., 2000; 976 
Fries et al., 2001b; Yamamoto et al., 2014).  Temporally coordinated spiking propagates to 977 
downstream networks of neurons (Reyes, 2003; Zandvakili and Kohn, 2015) and synchronous 978 
synaptic inputs are capable of entraining the spiking activity of pyramidal neurons (Fries et al., 979 
2001a; Colgin et al., 2009).  980 

While temporal synchrony plays a key role in brain function, it presents an apparent 981 
paradox when considering how neurons process high-frequency synaptic inputs. Specifically, the 982 
high-frequency components contained in synchronous inputs are largely removed by the long 983 
integration time of the dendrite-to-soma filter (Softky and Koch, 1993; Cook et al., 2007; Vaidya 984 
and Johnston, 2013; Dembrow et al., 2015). A potential solution to this conundrum is that dendritic 985 
nonlinearities become engaged during specific high-frequency synchronous inputs. The selectivity 986 
of these non-linearities could differ between neurons or even within a single neuron at different 987 
dendritic locations. In the case of our L5 PT neurons in PFC, the selectivity of dendritic spikes to 988 
rise-times between 2 to 6 ms (Fig. 6H) would facilitate locking of APs to input arriving at gamma 989 
frequency ranges or even higher. Similarly, differences in selectivity of dendritic spikes across the 990 
dendritic axis could explain how different frequencies of gamma oscillations arriving at different 991 
dendritic locations are capable of entraining AP firing in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Colgin et al., 992 
2009; Das and Narayanan, 2014; 2015).  For example, the selectivity of nonlinearities at distal 993 
dendritic locations might facilitate fast gamma (~80 Hz) entrainment of APs whereas at proximal 994 
locations, a different selectivity window might facilitate slow gamma entrainment of AP firing (~40 995 
Hz).  996 

Our functional model, where high-frequency input features are extracted by the spike filter 997 
(S), rectified by the nonlinearity (Z), and then low-passed at the soma (G), has notable parallels to 998 
models that extract information contained in the amplitude-modulated envelope of high-frequency 999 
carriers (Baker, 1999; Clarke et al., 2015). Thus, our results provide insights into the cellular 1000 
mechanisms that allow the envelope of high-frequency synchronous inputs to preferentially entrain 1001 
somatic APs in spite of the low-pass filtering properties of the dendrite.   1002 
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Figure Legends 1003 
 1004 
Figure 1. Summary of recording locations, dendritic stimuli and functional models. A)  1005 
Typical mouse pyramidal tract-projecting (PT) L5 neuron that is representative of the neurons 1006 
recorded in these experiments.   Current stimuli (Iin) were injected through the dendritic electrode 1007 
while the dendritic potential (Vdend) was measured.  In 16 out of 29 experiments the somatic 1008 
potential (Vsoma) was also simultaneously recorded.  The approximate recording location (red dots) 1009 
of each experiment is overlaid.   Most dendritic recordings were just proximal to the nexus of the 1010 
main apical dendrite, with three recordings distal to the nexus.   B) Short examples of the three 1011 
types of current stimuli injected into the dendrites. Top: Gaussian-distributed white-noise.  Middle:  1012 
A randomized sequence of nine different waveforms (referred to as signals) at 50 ms intervals, and 1013 
whose shapes were based on the initial characterization of the dendritic nonlinearities. Bottom: A 1014 
combination of 50% amplitude white-noise and the waveforms (referred to as signal + noise).   1015 
Stimulus injections lasted 1 to 2 minutes.  See Methods for details regarding stimulus generation. 1016 
C)  Summary of the functional models used to analyze the data.  Top: The dendritic potential was 1017 
described by a linear filter (D) convolved with the current stimulus (Iin) plus a current that 1018 
represented the contribution of the dendritic nonlinearities (INL).   Middle: The dendritic nonlinearity 1019 
(INL) was modeled as the convolution of the dendritic input (Iin) with a linear spike filter (S), with the 1020 
output of the filter (x) passed through a static, sigmoidal-shaped, nonlinearity (Z).  Bottom: A linear 1021 
filter (G) convolved with the dendritic input described the somatic potential.  A second model added 1022 
in the dendritic nonlinearity (INL) that was first slightly boosted by a quadratic function (B).  See 1023 
Methods for details of the functional models. 1024 
 1025 
 1026 
Figure 2. Isolating the linear and nonlinear components of the dendritic membrane potential. 1027 
A) The membrane potential in the dendrite was recorded (Vdend) in response to small and large 1028 
amplitude Gaussian distributed white-noise current injections.  B) Example traces from a dendritic 1029 
recording 275 μm from the soma for the small (left) and large (right) amplitude white-noise 1030 
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stimulus.  Traces show the recorded membrane potential (blue), linear prediction (VL, orange) and 1031 
nonlinear component (INL, purple) of the dendritic membrane response.  For the small noise 1032 
stimulus, the linear prediction (orange) overlapped the measured dendritic potential (blue).  Arrows 1033 
a & b denote large and small errors (green), respectively, in the linear prediction (VL) during the 1034 
large noise stimulus.  C) The linear component of the dendritic response was modeled as a linear 1035 
filter (D).  Convolving the linear dendritic filter with the white-noise stimulus produced the linear 1036 
prediction (VL, orange) of the dendritic potential.  D) Example linear dendritic filters (D) from three 1037 
dendritic recording locations for the small (dashed) and large (solid) noise stimuli. Left – normalized 1038 
impulse response functions.  Right - normalized impedance amplitude profiles.  The distance of the 1039 
dendritic recording electrode from the soma is labeled.  E) Average linear dendritic filters for the 1040 
small and large noise stimuli. Shading is SEM.  F) The nonlinear component of the dendrites was 1041 
model as a current (INL, purple) added to the stimulus.  INL was estimated from the voltage errors in 1042 
the linear prediction (green) using deconvolution.  By mathematical definition, when the injected 1043 
stimulus + INL was convolved with the dendritic filter, this model reproduced the measured dendritic 1044 
potential (blue).  Thus, INL represented the contribution the dendrites made to the dendritic stimulus 1045 
current.  G) Extended example trace of the nonlinear component (INL) in response to the large 1046 
noise stimulus.  INL was composed of mostly inward depolarizing current spikes of varying 1047 
amplitudes.  Arrows a & b correspond to the same nonlinear dendritic current spikes in Panel B.  1048 
Dashed line (noise floor) is the minimal INL amplitude used for the identification of individual 1049 
dendritic spikes (see Methods). 1050 
 1051 
Figure 3. Properties of the nonlinear current (INL).  A) The average autocorrelation function of 1052 
the nonlinear current (INL) shows a weak correlation within a ~25 ms window. B) Amplitude 1053 
histogram of INL averaged across all recordings.  All neurons contributed to each bin.  The average 1054 
noise floor refers to three-sigma distribution around zero (see Methods).  C)  Example traces to the 1055 
same noise pattern before and after the application of TTX.  Errors in the linear component (Vdend 1056 
versus VL) and nonlinear current spikes in INL were completely eliminated by the application of TTX.  1057 
Similar effects were observed in all 4 TTX experiments.  Two experiments bath applied TTX and 1058 
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two had local application of TTX to the dendrites (see Fig. 7F-I).  D) The average linear dendritic 1059 
filter (D) was relatively unaffected by the application of TTX. Left – normalized impulse response 1060 
functions.  Right - normalized impedance amplitude profiles.  Shading is SEM. 1061 
 1062 
Figure 4. Spike-triggered averages reveal the link between dendritic current spikes and the 1063 
input stimulus.  A) Example trace of INL (purple) showing two dendritic current spikes (one 5.2 1064 
times larger than the noise floor, the other 1.1 times larger).  The stimulus (black) highlights that 1065 
fast, large, stimulus fluctuations (arrows) were not followed by a dendritic spike.  B) STAs of the 1066 
dendritic current spikes (purple) and stimulus (black), grouped by dendritic current spike amplitude 1067 
and aligned to the peak of the spike (0 ms).  STAs were computed based on 23,820 dendritic 1068 
current spikes isolated from INL (see Methods), and show the average across all 29 experiments.  1069 
Note that the peak of the current spike STA increased, while the peak of the stimulus STA was 1070 
relatively flat.  Because of the non-uniform distribution profile of INL (see Fig. 2D), more spikes 1071 
contributed to the smaller amplitude STA bins.  The dashed line is the noise floor and shading is 1072 
SEM.  C) The 10 to 90% rise-time (blue), but not the peak amplitude (black), of the stimulus STA 1073 
increased as a function of dendritic current spike size.  1074 
 1075 
Figure 5. Dendritic current spikes are described by a linear-nonlinear cascade model. A) The 1076 
nonlinear dendritic current (INL, purple) was modeled as a linear filter (S, referred to as a spike filter) 1077 
that was convolved with the stimulus, followed by a sigmoidal-shaped static nonlinearity (Z).  See 1078 
Methods for details.  Shown is an example model current spike (green) that overlaps the actual 1079 
current spike (purple).  B) Example impulse response function of the spike filter and static 1080 
nonlinearity for a single neuron.  For each neuron, the model was fit to isolated spikes with 1081 
amplitudes ≥ the noise floor (gray points).   The error in the fit is the difference between the actual 1082 
spike amplitude and the static nonlinearity.  For this neuron, the two-fold cross-validated variance 1083 
accounted for by the model (VAF) was 87%.  C) Extended example traces of the nonlinear 1084 
dendritic current (INL) highlights the ability of the model (green) to reproduce the observed dendritic 1085 
current spike times and amplitudes (purple).  D) The distribution of the two-fold cross-validated 1086 
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VAF by the model of INL for all cells.  E) Example impulse response functions for spike filters from 1087 
three dendritic locations.  F) Average impulse response function for the spike filter (S, black) and 1088 
dendritic filter (D, blue) across all 29 recordings. Note that the average spike filter is the same as 1089 
the average time-reversed STA of the stimulus for the largest dendritic spikes (red, re-plotted from 1090 
Fig. 4B).  G)  Average static nonlinearity (Z, black).  To show the average shape of the static-1091 
nonlinearity, for each neuron Z was normalized to its maximum amplitude and shifted so that its 1092 
midpoint (x0 in Equation 11 of Methods) was aligned at zero on the x-axis.  Three example static 1093 
nonlinearities are shown in color and correspond to the same dendritic locations shown in Panel E.  1094 
Shading is SEM (no visible shading indicates SEMs smaller than line widths). 1095 
 1096 
Figure 6. Dendritic current spike amplitude is selective for temporal features of the input. A) 1097 
Summary of the model for the linear and nonlinear components of the dendritic membrane 1098 
potential.   B) This model predicts that for equal energy input signals arriving at the dendrite, the 1099 
linear spike filter (S) will produce a maximum response to a signal that is matched to its time-1100 
reversed shape (i.e., the impulse response function).  This is usually referred to as the matched-1101 
filter theorem.   C) 14 new experiments were performed using three dendritic current injections: 1) 1102 
Large white-noise.  2) Signal only – a random series of nine different signals, presented every 50 1103 
ms, that were the time compressed (or stretched) versions of the time-reversed impulse response 1104 
function of the spike filter (S, Fig. 5D).  3) Signal + noise – the same “signal only” pattern plus half-1105 
amplitude white-noise.   D) Example trace of the signal only stimulus.  The 10 to 90% rise-time 1106 
(ms) is shown next to each signal waveform.  E) Example responses of a neuron and model are 1107 
shown for each stimulus condition.  Note that dendritic current spikes (purple) are largest for the 1108 
matched stimulus, even in the presences of noise.  See main text for references to arrows.  F) 1109 
Example (same cell as Panel E) and G) average selectivity for the neuron (top) and model (bottom) 1110 
dendritic current spikes.  The peak of average INL that occurred after each signal waveform was 1111 
plotted as a function of the signal’s 10 to 90% rise-time for the signal only (blue) and signal + noise 1112 
(orange) conditions.  Note that the x-axis is a log scale and the solid lines are Gaussian fits.  Insets 1113 
in Panel F show the signal waveforms injected into the dendrites (scale bar is 5 ms).  Error bars are 1114 
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SEM.  H) The cell-by-cell preferred rise-time (µ) and width (σ), as determined by the Gaussian fits, 1115 
was well accounted for by the model with the exception of a single outlier in the signal-only 1116 
condition.  As predicted by the cascade model of INL, the addition of noise increased the width of 1117 
the selectivity, but did not change the dendritic nonlinearity’s preferred rise-time.   1118 
 1119 
Figure 7.  Dendritic spikes were linked to most somatic APs.  A) Simultaneous dendritic and 1120 
soma recordings were performed with the large noise stimulus.  B) Example traces (cells identified 1121 
in Panel E) of the stimulus (black), measured Vsoma (blue), and INL (purple).  Left – a somatic AP 1122 
that followed a large dendritic current spike.  In some cases, the back-propagating APs tended to 1123 
produce a slight bump that widened the dendritic spike (arrow a).  Middle – two smaller dendritic 1124 
current spikes.  The first current spike depolarized the somatic potential (arrow b), and the second 1125 
spike was followed by the somatic AP.  Right – a large dendritic current spike preceded the AP, 1126 
which was then followed by a second, smaller, dendritic spike (arrow c).  Across all experiments, 1127 
approximately 98% of somatic APs followed a large dendritic current spikes.  C)  Examples of large 1128 
dendritic spikes with no somatic AP.  D) Example traces of somatic APs that occurred before large 1129 
dendritic current spikes.  Presumably, these current spikes were the result of back-propagating 1130 
APs.  Only 2% of somatic APs did not follow a dendritic current spike.  E) The average AP latency 1131 
(measured from the start of the largest nearby dendritic current spike to the start of the somatic AP, 1132 
see Methods), increased with the dendritic electrode distance from the soma.  Cell numbers 1133 
correspond to the example traces in other panels.  Errors bars are SEM.  F) Two experiments were 1134 
performed while TTX was locally applied to the dendritic electrode and large amplitude noise was 1135 
injected at the dendrite.  G) Local application of TTX eliminated all dendritic current spikes and 1136 
somatic APs in response to the noise stimulus injected at the dendrite.  H) Example traces before 1137 
(left) and during (right) local TTX application at the dendritic electrode only.  I) Example somatic 1138 
APs and dendritic potentials in response to current injections at the soma before (solid) and during 1139 
(dashed) local TTX application to the dendritic electrode. 1140 
 1141 
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Figure 8. A functional model reveals that dendritic spikes were linearly integrated by the 1142 
soma.  A) Two functional models were constructed to describe the somatic membrane response 1143 
(Vsoma) to the injection of white-noise current at the dendrite.  In the first “linear model” a linear filter 1144 
(G, referred to as a soma filter) was convolved with the stimulus current to produce Vsoma (yellow).  1145 
For the second “linear + INL model”, the stimulus + a boosted INL (green) was convolved with the 1146 
same linear filter (G) to produce Vsoma (orange).  The boost to INL was modeled with a static 1147 
nonlinearity (B) that simply scaled the INL amplitude.  Note that these models were designed to 1148 
reproduce the subthreshold fluctuations in Vsoma (not somatic APs).  B) Average and three example 1149 
linear somatic filters (G). Top – Mean normalized impulse response function (black).  The inset is 1150 
three example filters for different dendritic input locations (in order to compare individual filters, the 1151 
amplitudes were not normalized, scale bar is 50 ms).  Bottom – Mean normalized impedance 1152 
amplitude profile (black) and example filters.  Soma filters (G) were the same for both the soma 1153 
models shown in Panel A. C) Example traces showing the model fits (same cell 1 from Fig. 7).   For 1154 
this particular neuron, INL was only weakly boosted (green versus purple) before arriving at the 1155 
soma (arrow a).  Before a dendritic spike occurred, Vsoma was well described by the linear filter 1156 
model (G) convolved with the stimulus (yellow versus blue).  In the presence of dendritic spikes, 1157 
convolving G with the stimulus + boosted INL (green) accounted for Vsoma (orange versus blue, 1158 
arrow b), except during a somatic AP.   D)  The boosting of INL arriving at the soma (B) was 1159 
modeled as a quadratic function.   The amount of boosting depended on the dendritic spike 1160 
amplitude and was on average 40% for the largest dendritic spikes (black).  Dashed line is unity 1161 
slope, and the red, yellow and blue curves are the single cell examples corresponding to the 1162 
recording locations shown in Panel B.  E) Population average dendritic spike-triggered averages 1163 
(STAs) of the stimulus (black), INL (purple), boosted INL arriving at the soma (green), and the 1164 
measured somatic membrane potentials (blue).  Also shown are the STAs of the two model fits of 1165 
the somatic membrane potential (yellow and orange).  Left - STAs using dendritic current spikes 1166 
that were followed by a somatic AP.  Middle - STAs using the largest dendritic current spikes not 1167 
associated with a soma AP.  Right - STAs using the next largest current dendritic spikes not 1168 
associated with a soma AP.  The same total number of dendritic current spikes contributed to each 1169 
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of the three STA groups.  The insets show the average linear + INL model fit (orange) on a zoomed 1170 
scale (box is 5 ms by 2 mV).  Shading is SEM.  See main text for arrow references.  1171 
 1172 
Figure 9. The link between dendritic current spikes and somatic APs is modulated by the 1173 
stimulus history.   A) The range of dendritic current spike amplitude versus the distance of the 1174 
dendritic electrode from the soma.  Each box represents the 5 to 95% range, and vertical lines are 1175 
min to max.  Dendritic current spikes were grouped by those that were followed by somatic APs 1176 
(blue), and those that were not (orange).  The dendritic current spikes for this plot are the same as 1177 
those that comprised the population STAs in the two left panels of Fig. 8E.  Asterisks indicate 1178 
experiments where there was enough overlap between the two groups to match similar size 1179 
dendritic current spikes.  B) Example traces for the stimulus, INL and Vsoma for two similar size 1180 
dendritic current spikes where one was followed by a somatic AP (blue) while the other was not 1181 
(orange).  Alignment is to the start of the dendritic spike (vertical dashed line).  Note the bump in 1182 
the falling phase of the dendritic current spike (blue) presumably due to AP back-propagation.  The 1183 
output of the two functional soma models reproduced Vsoma until the start of the dendritic spike.  1184 
The soma filter (G) was either convolved with the stimulus (small dashed lines) or the stimulus + 1185 
boosted INL (long dashed lines).  Cell 1 is the same as in Figs. 7&8.  Arrow a indicates the good fit 1186 
of the stimulus + boosted INL model following a dendritic current spike.  C) Population averages of 1187 
the STAs for similar size dendritic current spikes.  Of our 16 dual recordings, 9 locations had at 1188 
least 20 similar size dendritic current spikes to allow a comparison (asterisks in Panel A), for a total 1189 
of 617 dendritic spike pairs.  All neurons demonstrated a depolarized Vsoma at the start of the 1190 
dendritic spike when an AP occurred compared to when an AP did not follow the dendritic spike.  1191 
Both functional models of Vsoma predicted the depolarized soma potential before an AP (note the 1192 
population STA of the model that included INL perfectly overlapped Vsoma before the start of the 1193 
dendritic spike, arrow b).  The inset in the top panel is the average stimulus current for the 5 ms 1194 
range shown and highlights that the past stimulus was larger before an AP.  Shading is SEM.  D) 1195 
Examples of a short (1 ms) and long (1.6 ms) latency between the start of the dendritic current 1196 
spike and start of the soma AP.  Vertical scale bar is 2 nA and 40 mV.  E) AP Latency versus 1197 
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dendritic spike amplitude for all APs in an example recording (small gray points).  Latency and 1198 
spike amplitudes were averaged in 8 equal size bins (large black points).  F) The population 1199 
average of the binned latency was linearly related to the binned peak dendritic spike amplitude.  1200 
Each cell was normalized to the smallest amplitude current spikes before averaging.  Error bars are 1201 
SEM.    1202 
 1203 
Figure 10. Somatic APs were selective to the same temporal input feature as that of the 1204 
dendritic spikes.  A) Dendritic and somatic membrane potential were measured simultaneously in 1205 
response to the signal only and signal + noise conditions shown in Fig. 6.  B) Example traces in 1206 
response to the same 5 ms rise-time signal.  Left - a large dendritic current spike and soma AP that 1207 
followed the preferred signal waveform.  Middle – a small dendritic current spike and failed AP in 1208 
response to the preferred signal.  Right – a soma AP followed a dendritic spike when the preferred 1209 
signal was presented in the presence of noise.  The vertical dashed line indicates the end of the 1210 
signal.  C) Example of the probability of a somatic AP occurring in response to the preferred (5 ms 1211 
rise-time) signal only (blue) and signal + noise (orange).  Peak probabilities were computed for 1212 
each of the nine signal waveforms.  Data are from the same neuron in Panel B.  D) Example and 1213 
E) average normalized probability of a somatic AP in response to the signal only (blue) and signal 1214 
+ noise (orange) current injections.  Solid lines are Gaussian fits.  The selectivity of somatic APs 1215 
was narrower for the signal only condition, and mirrored the selectivity for dendritic spikes shown in 1216 
Fig. 6.  Error bars are SEM. 1217 
  1218 
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